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Abstract  
In this paper, we present a kind of interior point algorithm for solving Convex Quadratic Programming problem using 
Logarithmic Barrier Function. In which Newton Method and Interior Penalty Function Method are combined to obtain a 
simple construct and easily calculating algorithm. In each iterate it needs only to solve an equality constrained 
Quadratic Programming problem.    
Keywords: Quadratic Programming, Logarithmic Barrier Function, Newton Method, Convergence 
Introduction 
Solution of Quadratic Programming problem is an important subject in Mathematical Programming and Industry 
domain, which has wide practice background. There are many algorithms for Quadratic Programming problem, such as 
Potential Function Projection Method; Affine Scaling Method; Primal-dual Interior Point Algorithm and so on. In this 
paper, we improved the Methods of document , we obtain the search direction of kd  by Newton Method and then 
solve the optimal solution of equality constrained problem. 
1. Convergence 
To Nonlinear Programming problem: P 0,)(min xbAxxf

In which xcQxxxf TT

2
1)(     nmnmnmn RxRQRARbRc ,,,,

Let 0,int xbAxRx n , mARank ,Q  is a symmetric positive matrix.  

Considering corresponding Logarithmic Barrier Function problem  :
ku

P 0,ln)(min
1

xbAxxuxf
n

i
ik

In which 0ku  is a penalty factor . 

So to the optimal solution of  P and
ku

P ,we give such theorem: 

Theorem 1:If )(xf is an Convex Function , 0,int xbAxx , ku  is a strict monotone decreasing Sequence of 

positive numbers which goes to zero,If  we let *x is the optimal solution of P ,
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kux  is the optimal solution of 
ku

P ,Then kux is the optimal solution of P ,too. 

Proof:First proof 
ku uxP

k
,  is a  strict monotone decreasing Sequence with lower-bound. 

Because  
intkux

So  

kuukuukukuku uxPxBuxfxBuxfuxPuxP
kkkkkkk
,,, 1111 and

*, xfxfxBuxfuxP
kkkk uukuku

that ku uxP
k
,   is strict monotone decreasing and has a lower-bound, 

So there exists limiting ( 0P ) , Next  Proof  
*

0 xfP      1

We use evidence to the contrary  
If *

0 xfP ,Then there must exists 

0

Such that 2*
0 xfP    2

We can see from the continuity of )(xf , there exists 

intx  let *xfxf

Because

xBuxfxBuxfuxPuxP kkkkuk

*,,

Also when k  is sufficiently large ,there has xBuk
,So we have  

2,lim *xfuxP kuk k

That 2*
0 xfP     it is contrary to (2) 

Then proof  limiting point ( 0x ) of kux  is the optimal solution of P

Let 0lim xx
kuk

    

Because
intkux    

So  int0x

*
0 xfxf    if *

0 xfxf  and 0lim *
0

* xfxfxfxf
kuk

***, xfxfxBuxfxfxfuxP
kkkk uukuku

So 0,lim *xfuxP kuk k
   *

0 xfP

It is contrary to (1) 

So
*

0 xfxf

0x is the optimal solution of P

To the given initial inner point 1x ,when the iteration step get to k ,

intkxx

the search direction of problem 
ku

P  can obtain by such that solution way: 
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We can consider using proper Quadratic Function to approach target function f in every iteration and then we construct 
the search direction by the direction which the iteration point points to the minimal point of Quadratic Function, let 

kx is the approximate minimal point of f ,we take f  Taylor expansion at point kx  and use its second-order 
approximate. 
We have  

kk
T

kk
T

kk xxxfxxxxxfxfxf 2

2
1

Because kxf2  is a symmetric matrix ,if we want to solve the minimal point of )(xf ,we may let 

0xf    that   is 

02*
kk xxxfxf

We take 1kx  as the 1k  times of approximate of the minimal point of )(xf ,

kkkk xfxfxx 12
1

    

kkk xfxfd 12    3

2. Related theorem  

Theorem 2 :If 0d ,then d  is the reduction direction of problem 
ku

P

Proof: Because kxf2  is positive, 12
kxf  is positive,

So 012
kk

T
kk

T
k xfxfxfdxf

kd is th e reduction direction of f  at point kx

Now if we want to ensure the strict feasibility of iteration solution 1kx ,we must choose proper step size k

Because intkx kkkk dxx 1

A bAxAdAxx kkkkk

And 01 kkkk dxx

Let }0,1min{ i
ki

k

i
k

k d
d
x

r 1,0r

Generally we let 995.0r                       4

3. Logarithmic Description 
Step0: give the strict initial inner point int1x and tolerance 0

,1,0,
2
1,0,1,01u set 1:k

Step1:    Compute the solution kd  of 3 ,if 
kd  terminate, kx  is the optimal solution of problem 

P ,otherwise ,go to Step2. 

Step2:   Compute the solution step size k  of 4 ,check if it satisfies : 

ku
T

kkkkkkku uxPdudxPuxP
kk
,,, ,if it satisfies, go to  

Step3,otherwise, let 
2

: k
k

, go to Step2. 

Step3:  let kkkk dxx 1 , kk uu 1 .

Step4:set 1: kk ,go to Step1. 
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